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1. Introduction

This document describes the technical details of a model used to investigate the
effect of shared sanitation on diarrhea symptoms from two fictitious pathogens. One
pathogen model incorporates an environmental reservoir transmission component,
and the other does not transmit through an environmental reservoir. The popula-
tion is split into four groups, based on their disease susceptibility and compliance
with shared sanitation. Section 2 describes how the population is partitioned. Out-
breaks for each disease are simulated by systems of ordinary differential equations.
Section 3 describes the systems of differential equations governing the outbreak.
Each system requires parameters representing characteristics of the disease, pop-
ulation, and environment, such as incubation period, the level of contamination
of the water supply, the average number of days until recovery, compliance with
shared sanitation, and others. These parameter values are informed by published
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mathematical models for Vibrio cholerae (for the pathogen that has an environ-
mental reservoir transmission component) and norovirus (for the pathogen without
an environmental reservoir). Setting each of these parameters to a possible value
constitutes a parameter configuration representing a particular outbreak scenario.
Section 4 describes how parameter configurations are selected. Finally, Section 5
describes how each parameter configuration is tested at varying levels of shared
sanitation compliance to determine the effect on diarrhea prevalence.

As the fictitious pathogen with an environmental reservoir is modeled after
cholera and the pathogen without an environmental reservoir is modeled after
norovirus, throughout the remainder of this document they will be referred to as
pathogen C and pathogen N, with the subscripts c and n used to refer to parameters
for each. However, it should be understood that the key property of each fictitious
pathogen is whether or not an environmental reservoir can store the pathogen.

2. Partitioning the Population

Calculations are performed in terms of proportions of the population. We assume
that the timescale of the outbreak is short enough that births, deaths and migration
can be ignored, so the size of the population is constant. The population is first
partitioned into those who are compliant with the shared sanitation intervention,
and those who are not. We let α represent the proportion of the population that
is compliant with shared sanitation, so that 1 − α is the proportion that is not
compliant. α should not be regarded as constant, but will be tested at various levels
to determine how it affects the prevalence of diarrhea. The compliant subgroup of
the population has an increased chance of contracting pathogen N via human to
human transmission due to the heightened contact rate. This part of the population
also does not contribute any pathogen C bacteria to the water supply.

We make the simplifying assumption that an individual cannot be simultaneously
infected with both pathogen C and pathogen N. While this assumption may not
perfectly mirror reality, it is necessary to keep the model at a reasonable level of
complexity. Therefore we further split the population according to whether they
are susceptible to pathogen C or pathogen N. The parameter θc represents the
proportion of the population that is susceptible to pathogen C, and θn = 1 − θc
represents the proportion of the compliant group that is susceptible to pathogen
N . θc is calculated based on the ratio of infection coefficients for pathogen C and
pathogen N, and will be discussed in more detail in Section 4. Figure 1 illustrates
how the population is partitioned.
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Figure 1. Partitioning of the population.

3. Model

The assumption that individuals can only be affected by one disease at a time
allows us to model each outbreak separately. We use models proposed in the liter-
ature, with references in the corresponding subsections to follow.

3.1. Pathogen N Model. The model for the pathogen N outbreak is a com-
partmental S(susceptible), E(exposed), I(infected), A(asymptomatic), R(recovered)
model shown in Figure 3. The outbreak is governed by the following system of dif-
ferential equations. The system is based on the model of Simmons, et al.[5] with
simplifications to the force of infection.
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dSn
dt

= −βn(1 + α2)Sn(.05En + In + .05An)

dEn
dt

= βn(1 + α2)Sn(.05En + In + .05An)− σnEn
dIn
dt

= σnEn − ℵnIn
dAn
dt

= ℵnIn − ρnAn
dRn
dt

= ρnAn

The coefficients in the model will be explained below:

• βn represents how infectious pathogen N is. It is multiplied by (1 + α2)
to represent the increased transmission rate when compliance with shared
sanitation is high.
• σn represents the inverse of the incubation period, and governs the transi-

tion from the exposed group to the infected group.
• ℵn represents the inverse of how long patients exhibit symptoms, and gov-

erns the transition from the infected group to the asymptomatic (but still
infectious) group.
• ρn represents the inverse of how long until patients are no longer infectious,

and governs the transition from the asymptomatic group to the recovered
group.

As a higher proportion of the population is compliant with shared sanitation,
the transmission rate for pathogen N increases. However, as more people visit
the shared sanitation site, there are simultaneous increases in human-to-human
contacts, humans depositing the pathogen on surfaces, and humans touching con-
taminated surfaces. In Hu et al. [8], principles from the kinetic theory of gasses
were applied to human contact rates as density increased, and the conclusion is that
contact is a quadratic function of density. Therefore, we multiply the transmission
rate by (1 + α2).

Note that the first two equations imply that the pathogen is primarily transmit-
ted by those in the infected group, but to a lesser degree is transmitted by those
in the exposed and symptomatic groups. Outbreaks are initialized with 99% of
the population in the susceptible group, .5% in the exposed group, and .5% in the
infected group.

Sn
βn(1 + α2)

En

σn

In
ℵn

An

ρn

Rn

Figure 2. Diagram showing the S-E-I-A-R model for pathogen N outbreak.
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3.2. Pathogen C Model. The model for the pathogen C outbreak is a compart-
mental S(susceptible), I(infected), R(recovered), W(water/environment) model for
the direct transmission pathogen shown in Figure 3. This model is based on that
of Codeço[3] and the refinements done by Grad, et al.[4]. The outbreak is governed
by the following system of differential equations.

dSc
dt

= −βc
Wc

Wc + κc
Sc

dIc
dt

= βc
Wc

Wc + κc
Sc − γcIc

dRc
dt

= γcIc

dWc

dt
= φc(1− α)Ic − µcWc

The coefficients in the model will be explained below:

• βc represents how infectious pathogen C is. It governs how susceptible
individuals who make contact with the water supply are infected.
• κc is the concentration of pathogen C in the water necessary for a 50%

infection probability. Higher levels reduce the severity of the outbreak, and
lower levels increase the severity of the outbreak.
• γc represents the inverse of how long until patients are no longer infectious,

and governs the transition from the asymptomatic group to the recovered
group.
• φc represents the shedding rate, or how pathogen C is added to the water

supply by infected individuals. It is multiplied by (1−α) to represent that
individuals who are compliant with shared sanitation are not shedding into
the water supply.
• µc represents the lifetime of the bacteria in the environment, and is the

inverse of the decay rate of pathogen C.

Outbreaks are initialized with 99% of the population in the susceptible group
and (as there is no exposed group) 1% in the infected group.

The θn and θc terms mentioned in the previous paragraph, which control the
proportion of the population susceptible to each disease, are calculated as

θn =
βn(1 + α2)

βn(1 + α2) + βc
, θc =

βc
βn(1 + α2) + βc
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Figure 3. Diagram showing the model for pathogen C outbreak.

4. Parameter Selection

For pathogen C, our model uses six parameters, while the pathogen N com-
ponent uses four parameters. For several reasons, the parameters cannot simply
be assigned constant numeric values. For example, different strains of the disease
may have different incubation periods, different geographic regions may experience
varying environmental decay rates, and different societies may experience different
transmission rates. Hence, rather than using a single parameter configuration for
simulating the outbreaks, we test a large number of possible parameter configu-
rations. First each parameter is assigned a range of possible values according to
references in the literature. These ranges are summarized in Table S1. Testing ev-
ery possible parameter configuration is impractical, so Latin hyper-cube sampling
is used to create 10,000 parameter configurations. This ensures a high probability
of sampling uniformly from the parameter space.

Table S1: Table summarizing the initial range of parameter values for an outbreak
assuming no shared sanitation intervention.

Parameter Interpretation Units Pathogen C Pathogen N Reference

βn Pathogen N Transmission Rate days−1 — 0.66− 1.26 Simmons, et al.[5]

1
σn

Pathogen N Duration of Incubation days — 0.50− 1.5 Atmar et al.[6]

1
ℵn Pathogen N Duration of Symptoms days — 1.5− 2.5 Atmar et al.[6]

1
ρn

Pathogen N Duration of Asymptomatic infection days — 9.5− 10.5 Rockx et al.[7]

βc Pathogen C Transmission days−1 10−5 − 1 — Grad, et al.[4]

γc Pathogen C Recovery days−1 .07− .34 — Grad, et al.[4]

φc Shedding Rate cells·mL−1·people−1·days−1 .01− 10 — Grad, et al.[4]

1
µc

Pathogen C Survival Time in Environment days 3− 41 — Grad, et al.[4]

κc Concentration for 50% Infection Probability cells/mL 105 − 106 — Grad, et al.[4]

Initial W Pathogen C Concentration cells/mL 103 − 107 — Grad, et al.[4]
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5. Implementation

Once a set of parameter configurations has been produced, each is tested at
levels of shared sanitation compliance ranging from 0% to 100% in increments
of 2%. MATLAB’s built-in function “ode45” is used to simulate the outbreaks.
Outbreaks last for 365 time units (days). Four graphs are produced as part of the
analysis.

(1) The cumulative incidence of infection over the length of the outbreak is
recorded. This includes all individuals in the Exposed, Infected, and As-
ymptotic compartments for pathogen N, and Infected for pathogen C. The
contribution from each pathogen is also displayed. For each compliance
level, the cumulative incidence of diarrhea is averaged across all outbreaks,
and the result is graphed.

(2) The peak prevalence of diarrhea during the outbreak is recorded. This
includes all individuals in the Exposed, Infected, and Asymptotic com-
partments for pathogen N, and Infected for pathogen C. The contribution
from each pathogen is also displayed. For each compliance level, the peak
prevalence of diarrhea is averaged across all outbreaks.
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(3) A representative parameter configuration is chosen, and is investigated at
low and high compliance levels (25% and 75%). The prevalence of symp-
toms at each point in time is recorded. This includes all individuals in the
Exposed, Infected, and Asymptotic compartments for pathogen N, and In-
fected for pathogen C. The prevalence at each compliance level is graphed
on the same axes for direct comparison.

(4) To determine how sensitive the results are to the initial infection proportion,
the graphs for final cumulative incidence and peak prevalence are recreated
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with .1%, 1%, and 10% of the susceptible populations initially infected.
Each pair of graphs is in a row, making for a 3x2 array of graphs. We
found the differences in final cumulative incidence and peak prevalence to
be negligible.

Except for the figure directly comparing two compliance levels for the same pa-
rameter configuration, all figures show the median, 1st and 3rd quartiles, as these
measures will give a sense of the typical outbreak intensity as well as the variability,
while being robust to extremes.

Table S2 gives results of testing the sensitivity of final cumulative incidence and
peak prevalence of infection to the various parameters. First, a baseline outbreak is
simulated where each parameter is set to its mid-range value. Then each parameter
is, in turn, set to its minimum and maximum values while all other parameters
are held constant, and an outbreak is simulated. The final cumulative incidence
and peak prevalence are listed, as well as the percent change from the baseline
outbreak. The results show that final cumulative incidence is most sensitive to the
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initial concentration of pathogen C in the environment and the transmission rate
of pathogen N. Peak prevalence is particularly sensitive to the transmission rate of
pathogens C and N as well as the compliance rate.

Table S2: Table summarizing the effects on final cumulative incidence and peak
prevalence of infection as each parameter is varied from its minimum and maximum
values. All other variables are set to their mid-range value.

Parameter Changed Final Cumulative Incidence % Change from Baseline Peak Prevalence % Change from Baseline
None (Baseline) .9524 — .3176 —
α at minimum .9115 -4.2875% .2335 -26.4634%
α at maximum .9916 4.1165% .5058 59.2303%
βn at minimum .8727 -8.3699% .1776 -44.0883%
βn at maximum .9810 3.0075% .4309 35.6816%
σn at minimum .9548 .2494% .3003 -5.4506%
σn at maximum .9516 -.0863% .3288 3.5409%
ℵn at minimum .9791 2.8097% .3601 13.4036%
ℵn at maximum .9190 -3.5062% .2726 -14.1577%
ρn at minimum .9558 .3626% .3293 3.6844%
ρn at maximum .9493 -.3201% .3075 -3.1602%
βc at minimum .9332 -2.0163% .5906 85.9868%
βc at maximum .9636 1.1733% .2709 -14.6865%
γc at minimum .9524 0% .3428 7.9407%
γc at maximum .9524 .0001% .3046 -4.0918%
µc at minimum .9528 .0480% .3388 6.6774%
µc at maximum .9437 -.9080% .3187 .3611%
φc at minimum .9524 0% .3176 0%
φc at maximum .9524 0% .3176 0%
κn at minimum .9528 .0474% .3165 -.3373%
κn at maximum .9509 -.1571% .3174 -.0423%
W at minimum .6631 -30.3710% .2944 -7.2995%
W at maximum .9528 0.0400% .3172 -.1173%
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